Freeride Camp Zillertal
freeriding & freetouring
short hikes for powder slopes
the best powder runs in the Zillertal

If you want to discover the new world of freeriding in the Zillertal, you should pack climbing skins in your
backpack. When all the lines in the ski area have been tracked, countless powder runs are waiting for you,
which are easily accessible with skins. The ski areas in the Zillertal offer slopes full of powder and the runs
are more varied than almost any other area. Your local mountain guide can filter out the right area for every
snow and weather condition: Hintertuxer Glacier, Mayrhofner Bergbahnen, Zillertal Arena, Hochzillertal;

Program 4 days:
Day 1:
08:30 am meeting point at our alpine school, welcome and itinerary information from the mountain guide.
Update safety equipment. Update snow and avalanche awareness. Full day freeriding and practical training
on the mountain.

Day 2:
Planning based on the current weather and avalanche situation report. Choice of route and terrain,
sweeping technique, tips and tricks. All day freetouring and safety measures in the terrain. Lecture Snow
and Avalanche.

Day 3:
Planning based on the current weather and avalanche situation report. All day freetouring and recognize
avalanche relevant factors in the terrain. Emergency management.

Day 4:
Planning based on the current weather and avalanche situation report. The highlight of the week. . .
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Important information ...
Requirements:
You already have ski touring experience. You are a safe skier in changing terrain and snow conditions. You
are familiar with all ascent techniques. The ski touring requires a good physical condition for ascents up to
3 hours. The average speed will be between 300 - 400 meters per hour.

Included:
Organization and guiding by a state certified UIAGM mountain & ski guide
Individual program
Loaner equipment, avalanche transceiver, probe & shovel
Loaner Glacier equipment, crampons, harness, ice device
Lecture Weather and Avalanche

Not included:
Lift ticket
Ski equipment

Minimum number of participants:
4 - 6 people per mountain guide

Meeting point:
08:30am at our alpine school

Weather:
Weather and snow conditions can be extreme in the mountains. Two till three days before we arrive, we will
check the current weather forecast and the conditions in the area we are going. You will be informed
immediately if there are any changes to the plan.

Guidance:
Mountain Sports Guides - you will receive the mobile number of your mountain guide shortly before the trip.
This number is intended only for urgent matters. For all further questions and inquiries please contact our
Alpine office using the following mobile number +43 664 312 02 66.

General Business Terms:
Please pay attention to the General Business Terms on our homepage

Safety Concept:
Our courses are led by qualified mountain guides IVBV/UIAGM. In order to keep up with the latest
knowledge, regular further training is compulsory. In this way we offer the greatest possible safety. We are
a member of the Austrian Alpine Schools Association.
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Thank you very much for your interest in Mountain Sports:
To ensure that your tour runs smoothly from booking to execution, we kindly ask you to
to consider the following:
Decide which is your optimal course or tour. Read the detailed programs carefully: Requirements, dates,
costs, meeting point, number of participants, etc.
Once you have decided which tour, you can register online, by email or phone.
Go through the equipment list and tell us what you would like to rent at Mountain Sports.
The booking becomes legally valid upon receipt of your registration by Mountain Sports. If the execution of
the tour is uncertain due to the minimum number of participants not yet reached, we will inform you
immediately.
Payment must be made up to 20 days before the start of the tour. Exception: Tours with separate
regulations.
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